
# Wfuffi ffiffiffiffiffiffi
Wffi ffiffiffiffi

fhe lqiln is the potter's most inrportant piece of equipment. Although
you can make a clay pot or sculpture with only your hands, to create a dura-

ble ceramic form you must fire your work.

Whether simple or elaborate, the kiln should reasonably fit the needs of
the studio or classroom. As a student, you may not be firrngkilns initially;
but you should have a basic understanding of the firing process, types of
kilns, firing sequences, and the expected outcomes.

Kilns evolved from simple open-fire constructions that used grasses,

wood, or dung for fuel to ones powered by oil, coal, wood, natural gas, pro-

pane, or electricity. Firing devices can be as primitive as a hole in the ground

or as sophisticated as a computer-programmed structure.

In this chapter, you will:
u Learn how clay forms are changed by firing
. Explore flringtools, techniques, and variables
* Fire a clay form using the SA-KU method
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K*y T"*rms
atmosphere
pyrometer
pyrometric cone

saggar

raku

Fig, 6-3.. l\'lark G*rdon, Stratum with Ouoids,7997 . Saggar f;red earihen.ware and ,rcicanic pumice, 3' x 21' x 21'

(.-t x ii.4 x 5.4 n). Cr:urtesy rf the artist.

"I think *f these sculptures &s

thr e e - dim en si o n aI dr aw in gs

tV-rs"t will be visually transformed
by the lang six-day wozd fr.re."
Don Reitz
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Fig" 6-?- €*ar€ian kings {"lokapala"}n corx-
m*nly abeut three feet high ar:d nada from
painte*, gla*ed e*rthenware, were placed in
the tsrnbs a,f Chinese €r$Ferdlrs and noblernen
fer prnteeti*n i* the afterlife.
Tang d1.'nrs:v ica. 6 l 5*906 ce)" Slatrre ola lolcpnla.
l!-rAsian Arr & Archaecicgt, Ii:c..,/Corbis,

Fig, 6-3. !,cw tempera-
tures and an oxidi*ing
atmospfuere ave essentiatr
when *ring luster ware.
A :r'ell-vertted electric
kiln rvill give the best
results.
Siurient r'.'crk. Adrienne
Alde:son, Ti-cp!;:, ?009.
Trroyutr in tarts and sla.ked,
pcrcelain, cone 05 cxidation,
cone 

.i 
S lusler fire-

esmrnon
Kiln Types
When you start out, you will likely use the

kiln in your school's clay studio. These pow-

erful kilns can produce very high tempera-

tures suitable for firing a wide range of clays

and glazes. Most studio kilns are powered

either by gas or electricity. Due to the high
energy demand of kilns, it has not been easy

to power them using solar or other alterna-

tive fuel sources-hopefully, this will change.

Fig. 6*{. When stacking or loading
an electric kilnn leave space between
the walls and the ware. Nothing
should touch the electrical elements
(wires) in the kiln walls.
Ilichard Bersamina, teaching assistant. Photo
by Diane Levinson.

llllsfllq Make sure indoor kilns
and kiln areas are properly vented. Know

where fire extinguishers are located and

how to use them.

ffi3ectE*c K*&ms
The electric kiln is simple to run and easy

to manage. It is fitted with evenly spaced

heating elements that encircle the firing
chamber. Some electric kilns have built-in
safety features like a timer and an auto-

matic turn-off switch that activates when

the desired temperature is reached.

i r,]i ,'-&.* I .!l i.-
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Electricity is much safer and cleaner

to use than other power sources, but for
indoor firing it is important to have good

ventilation regardless of the power source.

Gases such as sulfur and carbon monoxide

are released during firings and must be

removed from the indoor air.

ffi An electric kiln can be used for
bisque as well as glaze firings. See page

191 to learn about the stages of firing.

ffims Kf;,&mw
Gas kilns are fueled by natural gas that is
delivered either via hookup to municipal
utilities or from tanks similar to those used

for liquid propane. These kilns are fairly
easy to build and are usually made of soft
brick or a special insulating fiber within a

metal casing. Insulation makes the firing
more economical and efficient: the kiln is
heated and cooled more rapidly because it
absorbs so little heat. Adequate ventilation
is essential not only to disperse the ex-

haust gases, but also to avoid any danger-

ous buildup of fumes around the kiln.

Fig" 6-5. This car kiln €an accommo-
date a large volume of work in a short
amount of ticne. The housing sits
on a track and can be wheeled back
and forth over two beds. While one
bed's load is cooling, the other can be
stacked.
Piroto by Maureen klackey.

When loading the kiln, leave space

between the ware and the chamber's walls

to allow unrestricted circulation of heat

and to prevent the burner flame from
touching the pottery. With gas kilns, you

can control the temperature by increasing

or decreasing the amount of fuel during a

firing. You can also restrict or increase the
amount of oxygen (air) that flows through
the chamber by closing or opening damp-

ers (vents). See page 187, Atmosphere, for
further information.

@f![! Always leave the door ajar

when lighting a gas kiln. If gasses build up in
a closed area they can ignite and explode.

Fig. 6-6. This sculpture is nearly three feet
high. Compare and contrast it with the Tang
dynasty sculpture in Fig, 6-2. How are they
alike? How are they different? What kind of
kiln was likely used to fire this piece?

Student work, Melissa Sanchez , Inner Itlorkings of the lvIo.ie

Atlt!ete,20A7 . Stoneware clay, coil built, u'ith press molded

deta:ils, cone 05, acryiic metallic n'ashes with chemical patina.
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Fig. 6*7" You can build your or,rrn kiln' This
series of photr:graphs shows students at $pruce
Creek High $chool making a kiln that has notrr

been in use fcr several years.
Photos by Timothy Ludrr'ig.

1 ,A pattern attached to the wall where the kiln
will be installed.

2 The bvicle fioor, atop a €ement block foucrda-
tian.

3 Cutting nr:tches in a plywood support panel.

4 Tim Ludwig {teaeher) helps assemble the
support.

5 Adding soft insulating brieks for inside walls
:nd chimney.

6 Removing the waoden support from the kiln.

? A thin layer of insnlating fiber is placed over
the soft bricks prior to adding a hard brick
shell. Burner prrts are left o;ren.

8 Sinished gas-fired kiln.

ffi Investigate and write a summary
of what is needed to set up your own clay

studio and market your work. Include the
room size and ventilation requirements,

utilities, materials and supplies list.
Consider rent and location. Research how

clay artworks are marketed in your area.

Variables in siring
The type of kiln or fire used is only one

aspect of the firingprocess that potters

consider. Throughout history, potters
have tried to control firing temperatures

and gases. The more accurately potters
monitored the heat in their kilns, the
better they could gauge how the firing
would proceed, yielding fewer broken pots

and more beautiful glazes. Potters who

could expertly manipulate the amount of
oxygen and other volatile gases during the
firing process could create stunning ef-

fects that increased the quality and value

of their work.

ffi Two variables-atmosphere
(gases) and temperature-affect the final
outcome of a firing. As you fire your pots, try
experimenting. Keep a record of your results.
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Chapter 1 talks about the historical devel-

opment of kilns and how the manipula-

tion of firing atmosPheres, or mixture
of gases, can complete the finished prod-

uct (pages 15-19). Today, a potter can cre-

ate a variety of glazeeffects by controlling

the kiln's atmosphere.

When fired in an oxidizing atmosphere
(in which oxygen is admitted into the fir-
ing chamber), aglaze reacts to the oxygen

in the air and produces a clear, brilliant
color. The fire burns brightly and the clay

body maintains a subtle, clear color as well.

In a reducing atmosphere, most of the

air is shut off and the open fire is mod-

erately smothered, causing incomplete

combustion. Because the air is restricted,

oxygen needed to feed the fire has to come

from elsewhere. Oxygen is drawn from
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materials (oxides) in the glaze and clay

body-this action completely changes the

color of the clay and glaze. Reduction al-

lows for multiple glaze effects from differ-
ent metallic oxides in the glaze mix. Wood

or gas kilns are best for reduction firings.

ffiW You can control the amount of
air present in a firing chamber by manipu-

lating the damper on a gas or wood kiln.
Open it to create an oxidizing atmo-
sphere; close it to create a reducing

atmosphere.

Fig. 6-10. High-fire glazes complete the decora-
tive features of this vase. How do you think the
glazes were applied?
Student work, Elliot Chang-Tung, Heart of Darkness,2009.

High-fire cone 10 clay, Temoku and VCAA blue.

Fig. 6-11. Notice how the shadow emerges as

another feature in this ribbon composition.
Student work, Sabrina Debrosse, Ribl:on (Red),2OO9.

Ceramic. stoneware.

Color
Color appears when our vision re-

sponds to different wavelengths of
light. The color spectrum, seen when a

ray of white light bends while passing

through a glass prism, represents the
brightest colors possible. Visual artists
work with colors less pure than those

found in white light.
Many factors come into play to deter-

mine the final color of a ceramic piece.

Glazes undergo chemical reactions when

they are fired, and kiln temperature and

atmosphere can affect colors in dramatic

ways. Because colors resulting from a

glazefrringcan "make or break" the

success of your work, it is important to
learn about glazes. For example, mixing
a blue glaze anda yellow glaze does not
necessarily result in green, as it would if
you were mixing paint.

188 {lrrai-'isY 5



ffemp*rmtwre
Firing pots in a kiln is a little like baking
cakes in an oven. But because of the in-
tense heat generated in the firing cham-

ber, you cannot open the door to check

if the piece is done. Instead, potters use

pyrometers-tools to gauge the firing
temperature.

ffi Pyrometric cones are specially

constructed ceramic pieces that show how

much heat is absorbed in the clay body or
glaze materials and thereby help measure

the progress of the firing.

A pyrometer is a device specifically used

to measure temperature. Pyrometric
cones are made from a series of spe-

cially controlled ceramic formulas and are

manufactured to soften and bend when

a specific amount of heat has been ab-

sorbed. They are numbered to correspond

to temperature and range from the lowest
(cone 022) to the highest (cone 42).

Cone 017, for example, corresponds to
a temperature of 1418"F (770"C).It will
bend once that temperature is reached

inside the kiln. Potters make a note of
the temperature required to fire a certain
clay or glaze.To tell when the tempera-

ture is at the right level, they look at the

Fig. 6-14. Describe the glaze effects $een on
this double-walled pot.
Student work, Eric Wohlstadter,Nloonwell,2008. Cone 10

stoneware, slab construction.

cone and see when it bends. Often, it's

critical to turn the heat down or off once

the target temperature has been reached.

Without a cone, you won't know when to

do this.
See the Clay Studio Handbook, page

264, for a chart of the cones that potters

use, the temperatures they correspond to,

and the type of clay or glaze that is best

fired at that temperature.

Fig. 6*12, Set cones
in a "cone pack"-a
wad of, porous clay
with holes poked in
it to prevent crack-
ing. Monnt so that 2" (5 cm) of each cone is
exposed above the clay, at an angle of 8", and
with enough space betrareen them so they will
not fall against each other.

Fig. 6-:-3" The guide
cone has completely
collapsed. The firing
cone has bent to the
correct curve. The
guard eone remains in
its ariginal position. If the guard cone bends,
you know you've fired too high.

Fig.6-15. Compare
the shape and color
of this pot with the
shape and color of
the glaze lines. How
does the surface
decoration create
balance and unity?
Albert Escaiante,

untitled.2004. stone-
ware. hand buiit, iron
oxide, fired to cone 05

reduction,5x5x3"(13
r 13 x 8 cm). Courtesy

of the artist.

'--{t + *
e'o*-.-
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Fig. 6-16, Steven Montgomery combines hand-
building, press-rnolding, and wheel-throwing
in his scr.r.Iptures of, "fantasy rnachines."
Steven L4ontgornery, Past Forward,2AC5. Painted, glazed,

reinfirced ceramic, 67" x 63" x16' (77t) x 160 x4l cm).

Courtesy of O.K. Harris Works of Art.

Cones may be freestand-

ing, or they may need to
be propped in a cone pack
(Flg. 6-1,2) to stand at the
proper angle. Selection of cone

numbers depends on the tem-
perature needed to fire a cer-

tain clay body type (earthen-

ware, stoneware, or porcelain)

or glaze type (low or high fire).
Three consecutively numbered

cones are usually placed in the
kiln opposite the peephole so

you can tell when the kiln has

reached the necessary heat for
bisque or glaze firing.

The cone group is comprised

of the guide cone (one num-
ber cooler than the desired
cone), the firing cone (the

desired cone for the target
temperature), and the guard

cone (one number hotter than
the desired temperature). The

firing cone should be placed in the middle
between the guide cone and the guard
cone.

Regularly check the cones as the firing
progresses. When the guide cone begins
to bend, indicating that you are close to
the correct temperature, check the cones

more frequently. When the firing cone

bends, turn off the kiln and close all the
peepholes (and close gas kiln dampers). If
the guard cone bends, the kiln has been

fired too high.

f,liEflf![il Always protect your eyes

with welding goggles or face shield when
looking into a hot kiln. Sunglasses are not
sufficient! Wear safety gloves whenever
you handle the peephole plug during
firing.

Fig. 6-1"7" How does the artist use glaze to create
a sense of vigor and fore* in this ratrru-fired pot?
Student rvork, Eiliot Chang Tr-ing, Syllctus. 2008. C1ay,

raku irreC, makoto and ciear cra-wl,
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$tages of Firing
A ceramic piece will usually be fired at

least twice. The first time is the bisque

firing. The second is known as the glaze,

or glost, firing. Additional glaze firings are

often done to achieve specific effects. Each

type of firing has particular requirements

from the beginning to the end of the pro-

cess. Clay that has not been fired is known

as greenware.

ffi When loading kilns, inspect the

shelves for hairline cracks which can form
over time due to stress. If you find one, put
the shelf aside. Using a cracked shelf can

result in extensive damage to pottery if it
should break during the loadingor firing.

Always wear gloves when

loading or unloading a kiln. Don't use

your bare hands to brush a kiln shelf-
sharp piece s of glaze adhering to the shelf

can cut your fingers.

ffi&sqwe tr$r*mg
The bisque firing changes the chemical

structure of clay and turns it to ceramic,

but it also leaves the clay porous enough

to soak up a liquid glaze. Moisture in
greenware (unfired clay) causes the clay

to expand when kiln temperatures are

above the boiling point. This expansion

sometimes results in explosions or crack-

ing. For this reason, all greenware must be

thoroughly dry before you load the kiln.

Sig. 6-18. Cornpare and eontrast this work to Fig. 5-1. In what ways are the pieces similar? How do

they differ? What messages are they sending to the vier*rer?

Dana Srnitlr, Arrtic Departure,2009. Low-fire ciay rvith stains, glazes, sandblasted prior lo final glaze, 32" x 25" x 10"

(81 x 64 x 25 cm). Courtesy of the arlist.

i' i' ii !-iit,i 191



Start the firing slowly. In fact, it helps

to preheat the kiln on the lowest setting
for several hours, leaving the lid or door

open. Increase the temperature gradually

each hour until the color of the interior
of the kiln turns a dull red. Put on heavy

gloves to protect your hands, and close

the lid. At this point, the atmospheric wa-

ter in the clay converts to steam (between

950"F and 1300'F). Water leaves the clay

along with any gases that are produced

by the burning of organic materials in the

clay. The temperature then can be in-
creased more rapidly to cone 06.

Fig. 6-2S. E ayered glaaes caer prodrnce different
and interesting effects on the surface *f high-
&red ware.
Studcr:t 'rrcrl<, llrir: iVolrhtaCter. Ik.trt af Dnrknt:ss, ?0O8.

llona i0 stonervare. Lhrolv1r.

Fig. 6-19. Can you d*ternrirae and narn* the
different building tecfuniques this artist used
ocr her soda-&red cone I"0 sculpture?
Christine Cr;|by, Owl !,4av e nr ent, 2 i)115. \n'/hite stonervare,

vrhecl'throrvn, press moirled, hancl built, ertrudecl, and

assernblecl, socla fired, ccne 1 0, 5' .r 5' x 10' ll 3 x I 3 x

I ' ml. t ,url( 5) 'r rhc , i t.

H-*ac$*"xrg th* K*Hr*
$*r ffii*qe*,* Ff,r;{m,6

Have your teacher or another experi-

enced person load the kiln when you first
start out. Pottery can be loosely stacked

to allow for the slight expanding and

contracting movements that occur during
the firing. Smaller pieces can be placed

inside or on top of stronger, larger ones.

Bowls and plates can be boxed or stacked

Iip to lip, tiles can be fired in stacks, and

lidded vessels should be fired as one piece

with the lid in place.

The elements of an electric kiln or the

burner flames of a gas kiln should never

come into contact with your ware. Shapes

that do not stack well should be set on

shelves. Ceramic shelves and the posts that
support them are known as kiln furniture.

flslflf![q Check the area around the

kiln for any combustible or flammable

materials and move them well away. If you

use a top-loading kiln, check the lid to be

sure it is opened securely and locked in
place. Test it every time you load or unload.
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Loading requires a lot of bending,

twisting, and lifting. Not only must you

Iift delicate ware into or out of the kiln,
but you have to lift, fit, and stack the

shelves in place as well. Follow these sug-

gestions to reduce strain on your body:

a Bend your knees and keep your back

straight when lifting objects.

a Lean against the edge of the kiln as you

load or unload.
e Lift one leg as you lean over a top-

loading kiln. This acts as a lever and

helps you to balance.

ffi when you load a kiln, keeP in
mind that shelves and posts also absorb

heat. Thick pieces, like sculpture, should

be placed in the middle of the kiln shelf so

they don't block smaller pieces from the

radiating heat.

#&mmm ffi*rflmry
Once the pieces have been

bisque-fired andglaze has been

applied, they are ready for the

glazefiring. It takes practice

to become familiar with each

kiln's peculiarities, especially

for the glaze frring. Certain

parts of the kiln can be hot-

ter or cooler than other parts.

Experience and observation

help the potter to place Pieces
in compatible temperature
zones. For example, round

shapes can withstand higher

temperatures, while shallow,

wide vessels are likely to warp
in the hot spots. Some glazes

tend to overfire, while others

can take stronger heat. Chemi-

cals and temperatures affect

color results.

Fig.6-21. Which
low-fire tech-
niques could one
use to fire a piece
such as this?
Student work. Andrew
Htllrner, Arntadilla,

2008. Pinch pots and

model features, fin-
ished with underglaze,

cone 05.

Fxmpar*mg $er #Baxe F$,r€ngs
Before loading the kiln, follow procedures

that will protect your work and equip-

ment. Glaze drips are difficult to remove

from kiln shelves, but painting shelves

withkiln wash-made from equal parts of
kaolin and flint-will protect them from

damage caused by melted glaze.

Fig. 6-22. Describe the steps you think the artist used to
construct, decorate, and glaze these fornrs'
Student u'ork, Narinthon Netthai, The BlgBang,2009 Thron'n and slab-built,

cone OG porcelain lvith sgraffito underglaze,
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Fig. 6-23. How did *he artist use relief and tex-
ture in this cleverly designed teapot?
Student,ryork, I:ene Sa ntcs. P in e a ppl e, T e o.p o t, 2A 09 . H and
built, iorr' fire glazes.

e

Always inspect shelves for cracks before
loading a kiln. Never use a cracked shelf
in a setting.

Mix dry kiln wash with water to the
consistency of thin cream.

Brush the shelf with water.
Brush kiln wash on the shelf, keeping
brushstrokes in one direction.
Cover with two more coats of kiln
wash, painting each coat in a different
direction.
Let the shelf dry slowly and completely
before firing.

Kmad.$xag tkm ffi*3r*
$*s #3mH# F€r$uag
Loading glazed pieces for firing takes

special care, becaus e glazes will fuse if the
pieces touch one another. Pieces should be

placed on shelves that have been painted
with a thin coat of kiln wash.

Pieces of approximately the same

height should be placed together on a
shelf with at least %" (7 mrn) between
them. When the shelf is full, place sup-

porting posts for the next level in the
corners, and add another shelf on top of
them. Continue adding levels until the
kiln is full. Carefully place pyrometric
cones on the shelves so that they are vis-
ible through the peepholes.

#*mH$etg *,*wsm
Once the kiln reaches the correct tempera-
ture, it needs to be turned off. In fuel-
burning kilns (like gas kilns), the dampers
should remain open for a minute or two
to allow any gases to escape, then closed

tightiy. The cooling-down period is very
long. Don't remove pieces from the kiln
until they are cooler than 130"F.

i,.+

w;:i-:r::_n
furi= q"*6#- -

Fig. 6-24. ExpEain v*hat beilding teclaniques the
artist ased for this pct" Floar do yo* think the
glaees w*re applied?
Studeirt,rro:L, J'.liccl+: C i ncl r: u;r, tsi o.,t ft sh, 2009. lrVhi tt:

xtoneware vril h qla;*,.
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ffi It should take at least as long

for the kiln to cool down as it does to heat

up because chemical changes in glazes and

clay continue to occur until cooler tem-
peratures are reached.

=':11ri:,:1 
?;.: ti- '',.;-i +:: a.l .;:: r. -:' l lil !j-

After unloading the kiln, follow these pro-

cedures to keep your studio well-organized:

'', Scrape glaze drips off shelves using a

putty knife. (Large glaze melts may

have to be removed with a grinder or a

chisel and hammer.)
+. Repaint scraped areas with kiin wash.

r' Stack shelves away from areas of traf-fic.

i, Organize kiln furniture (stilts) accord-

ing to size, and store on shelves.

fl!l[[f!l[ Always wear safety

goggles when chippingglaze off shelves.

&&wqrem*m* am$ Kk gr*krn
Movement is a design principle used by

artists in many different ways. Some

sculptors incorporate actual motion
into their work-for example, in a
mobile that moves when it catches air
currents. Other artists create the illu-
sion of motion, as in Fig. 6-L4,6-1-5, or

6-46. How can you incorporate move-

ment into your own work?

Rhythm is a closely related prin-
ciple-an ordered movement made

by the repetition of visual elements.

Guiding your eye through an artwork,

rhythm can be smooth and flowing,

or jagged and irregular. It can follow a

definite pattern or be scattered hap-

hazardly. Movement and rhythm can

influence the viewer's mood and feelings.

Fig. S*?5. FEeie+' d*es *3*.* artist mse sk*pe, Eixr*u

;rrad sp*e* te; se!6g*st st:sq,r*ffi?ec** in *ki* forras?

bJq:*ice 3:*e.,' **i.*E= ec**:"hts aaed FaiS[tEig?ats tfue

s*eatrpferre.

StLrrl.:rl::,r:lr. Siirah i'Jgo. ['rtnti !'tre:s t,tii ii Xli'r, 2031]

' i ' r ) ! l l l:

Fig" **?6. E4n&*re is 9k* a:'e* *d eE:rpfu*sis iet

this eiazepEe y*t el*gan* *reaaag*:tr*xat?

.: .. ,r ,l . ,c,,; . it

Sille,.u:,rc, lrr11i::zt'{ c:r:ihc;rl'.'ail ;rld tlaite -r,'lrirt.

rlrrl 1 I rt:,:lrrcf ilt:.
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Sflx$xtg PrwbR*srEw
mmd Sm3ept*mmm
Sometimes, when your pots emerge from
the kiln, you'll be delighted at the unex-
pected character of your finished pots.

Other times, however, your finished
product may be disappointing. This sec-

tion describes some factors that can cause

your final piece to be different from your
expectations. Once you identify the cause

of the problem, the solution is often quite
simple.

Haradeqxnate Veaatfi xrg
If the bisque ware looks too gray or glaze

colors are dull, your kiln may not have

adequate ventilation. A buildup of carbon
monoxide and sulfur gases in the firing
chamber can affect firing results and glaze

colors. See if the kiln's vent system is

functioning properly.

S{a*mg H*m Smst

A number of problems can result when
pots are fired too quickly. Ifyou experi-
ence any of the results below, you need to
slow the firing rate for your pots.
w Bloating is when blisterlike areas form

on a pot's surface. It occurs when gases

that are trapped inside the clay expand.
w Firecracking can occur if the tempera-

ture increases too quickly. Water vapor

turns to steam and can fracture the
clay. Fine slips painted on the clay

surface reduce the size of the pores

through which water escapes, requiring
slower heating. Thick-walled pieces also

require slower heating.
w Spalling happens when moisture in

the center of the clay wall expands

and causes large pieces about half the
thickness of the wall to separate away.

This usually happens if the walls are

thick and not dried completely before
firing. This can be avoided by increas-
ing the amount of time you take to
preheat the ware.

Fig. 6-39.
Spalling can
occur when
clay is fired
too fast"

w Gray/black patches occur in bisque
ware when carbon materials remain in
the clay body because not enough time
was allowed in the firing to burn them
all out. These patches weaken the piece,

and glazes are more likely to craze, prt,
blister, or bubble.

#wer$$rfimg
A variety of defects can result when pots

are fired for too long at a high tempera-
ture. If you notice any of the following
problems, monitor the temperature of the
kiln carefully during future firings and

shut it down as soon as it reaches the cor-

rect temperature.
* Warping is the distortion of a form

caused by mild overfiring.

Fig. 6-40" Firing for too long or at too
high a temperatuse can caus€ distortion,
as this pot shows.

Squatting happens when the clay body
behaves like molten glass and begins to
collapse.

Flowing is the ultimate stage of overfir-
ing when the clay completely fuses to
the floor or shelves of the kiln.
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Cooling Too Rapidly
Dunting cracks appear when a vessel is

cooled very rapidly. Because heat is lost

most quickly fuorrr the rim, the tension

between the warmer and cooler parts of
the vessel cause these cracks to occur at

the rim. Prevent dunting cracks by allow-

ing the fired ware to cool down slowly and

completely before removing it from the

kiln. Dunting can also occur if a clay body

has been fired higher than its recom-

mended temperature.

Fig.6-41.
Dunting can
occur when
fired clay is
cooled too
quickly.

Fig. 6-42, This raku car-kiln was designed and
built by Paul Menchhofer, who uses it to fire his
large-scale raku pieces.

Courtesy of Paui Menchhofe'.

Fig. 6-43. At 1800"F, Menchhofer's large kiln is
opened and the car is rolled to a post-reduction
chamber. The chamber is then lowered to en-
close the ware for the raku reduction Process.
Courtesy of Paul Menchhofer.

Additional Firing
Ieehniques
Firing in a ready-made kiln is the most

common technique used in high-school

ceramics studios. But, in traditional com-

munities and in artists' studios around

the world, many other firing techniques

exist with numerous purposes and ef-

fects. As you develop your craft, you may

want to explore other ways to fire pottery.

Many of these techniques use relatively

low-temperature firings, and the pieces

that result may not be suitable for holding

food or liquid.

fl!!$f!l[ Do not attemptbonfire,
pit, sawdust, wood, or raku firings with-
out a knowledgeable adult present.
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